
Emotional Release

Excerpted from CARES Intensive class notes: 
www.raindroptraining.com for a class near you

1. The molecules of Essential Oils are small enough to circulate 
through human tissue bringing nutrients to the cells and carry waste 
and toxins out of the cells.
2. Essential oils also carry electrons and oxygen into human tissue.
3. Essential oils carry coded information that can be translated by 
cellular DNA and which can be of great therapeutic benefit to people - 
physical, mental, and emotional.
4. There are hundreds, if not thousands, of different compounds 
found in EO molecules each with an affinity for certain cells of the 
human body.
5. Molecules of Essential Oils are like enzymes, hormones, vitamins, 
and ligands. They carry information that is pertinent only to the cells 
with the receptor sites able to accept that specific ligand or molecule.
6. Hence, some oil molecules gravitate to muscle tissue, others to 
nerves, others still to the digestive system, and others to the heart, 
etc., each administering benefits, including the removal of toxins and 
the opening of emotionally stored memory in the DNA.
7. Not only can oils help release cellular memories stored anywhere 
in the body, depending on the oils applied, they also directly stimulate 
the limbic system or emotional brain, which is in the center of our 
heads.
8. Our eyes, ears, tongue, and sense of touch are all wired so that 
their messages pass to the brain via the reasoning cortex first. The 
nose, however, is wired differently. It connects directly with the limbic 
brain such that one's response to an aroma is going to be emotional 
before it can be rational.
9. Therefore, because inhaled oils directly affect the emotional seat in 
our brains where traumatic memories are often stored and because 
oils can release cellular memories stored anywhere in the body, they 
can be of great value in helping us clear ourselves from the 
unconscious, hidden emotional patterns that can control our lives and 
hold us back from the full manifestation of our potential.

Oils to have on hand:



The Feelings Kit: Valor, Harmony, Forgiveness, Inner Child, Release 
and Present Time
Single Oils: Frankincense, Sandalwood (or Vetiver), Sage, Orange, 
and Oregano
Oil Blends: Acceptance, Awaken, Dream Catcher, Gathering, 
Grounding, Hope, Humility, Inspiration, Joy, Scared Mountain, SARA, 
3 Wise Men, and White Angelica


